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Abstract: This work summarizes our paper [Le20] originally published in the Journal of Software
and Systems Modeling in 2020 about a novel language engineering approach.
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A large amount of domain-specific languages (DSLs) are used to represent behavioral

aspects of systems in the form of behavioral models [BCW17]. Executable domain-specific

languages (xDSLs) enable the execution of behavioral models [Ma13]. While an execution

is mostly driven by the model’s content (e.g., control structures, conditionals, transitions,

method calls), many use cases require interacting with the running model, such as simulating

scenarios in an automated or interactive way or coupling system models with environment

models. The management of these interactions is usually hard-coded into the semantics of

xDSLs, which prevents its reuse for other xDSLs and the provision of generic interaction

tools.

To tackle these issues, we propose a novel metalanguage for complementing the definition of

xDSLs with explicit behavioral interfaces to enable external tools to interact with executable

models in a unified way. A behavioral interface defines a set of events specifying how

external tools can interact with models that conform to xDSLs implementing the interface.

Additionally, we define two types of relationships involving behavioral interfacesȷ the

implementation relationship and the subtyping relationship. An implementation relationship

ties a behavioral interface to a given operational semantics implementation. Subtyping

relationships allow to build event abstraction hierarchies, indicating that events from one

interface can be abstracted or refined as events from another interface.

We implemented the proposed metalanguage in the GEMOC Studio, an Eclipse-based

language and modeling workbench for xDSLs, and evaluate the approach with three
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demonstration casesȷ (𝑖) we show that the proposed metalanguage can be used to define the

behavioral interface of xDSLs; (𝑖𝑖) we show that behavioral interfaces enable the definition

of generic tools and their reuse across several xDSLs; (𝑖𝑖𝑖) we show that a single behavioral

interface can be subtyped by several xDSLs, allowing to interact with and reason about the

execution of models through a common behavioral interface.
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